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▼Analysis of multiple DNA samples by gel electrophoresis
has become a routine practice. When not all of the sample
is to be analyzed, an aliquot is usually removed and mixed
with a loading buffer before applying to the gel. This mix-
ing can be performed conveniently in a 96-well microtiter
plate but close attention must be paid to avoid possible er-
rors. In principle, the samples can be pre-mixed, either by
aliquoting DNA samples first and then adding the loading
buffer, or by adding the sample to the loading buffer. In
both cases, it can be difficult to identify readily the last
well to which DNA sample was added, especially when an-
alyzing small volumes (in the former case, small droplets
of colourless solution are difficult to see, and in the latter,
the dilution of loading buffer by the sample might not be
recognizable), and extra care is required to avoid loading
errors.

The loading buffer serves three purposes: it makes the
sample denser; the dye it contains adds colour to the sam-
ple; and it facilitates monitoring of electrophoresis (Ref. 1).
The most frequently used tracking dye in gel electrophoresis
is bromophenol blue (BPB; 3′,3′ ′,5′,5′ ′-tetrabromo phenol-
sulfonphtalein) (Fluka); an acid-base indicator with colour-
change interval between pH 2.8 (yellow) and 4.4 (blue vi-
olet). The pH of conventional loading buffers (Ref. 1) con-
verts BPB to its anionic, blue violet form and mixing of
loading buffer with buffered DNA sample (usually pH>7)
does not result in a colour change.

We wanted to test whether a loading buffer could
serve a fourth purpose, whereby addition of buffered sam-
ple (neutral, basic) would be accompanied by a colour
change. Transition from yellow to blue violet colour of
BPB-containing solutions in the pH range 2.8 to 4.4 is visu-
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ally well-observable and could be used to indicate addition
of buffered samples. Two loading buffer formulations were
tried: 0.25% BPB, 40% sucrose in water and 0.25% BPB,
30% glycerol in water (Ref. 1). We reduced pH to 2.8 by
∼0.001 M HCl and, under these conditions, BPB forms a
saturated solution, appearing pale violet in larger volumes.
On microtiter plates these acidic buffers will form yellow
droplets that are easy to spot. After addition of a small vol-
ume of buffered DNA sample (pH>7), the colour of loading
buffer will change immediately to blue violet as a result of
increased pH (>4.4). When working with many DNA sam-
ples at the same time this colour change makes the last well
to which DNA sample was dispensed easily recognizable.

Unlike other loading buffers acidic loading buffers (pH
∼2.8) allow colour visualisation of mixing process, thus, sig-
nificantly reducing the possibility of pipetting errors, while
preserving all the other functions of loading buffer. The
acidic loading buffers can be stored at room temperature
and are stable for at least several months.
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